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SYMBOLS

B = Spacing of oeam pair at reference station

D - jet diameter

g(y)
s

. polynomial curve fit giving	 sin 2

H - spacing between violet and green beam pairs at reference station

h(y) - polynomial curve fit giving coupling angle

N = number of samples

R - distance from reference station to crosspoint of laser beams

RD = Reynolds number based on crossflow and jet diameter

sBL,GN,VT = sample standard deviation of measured velocity distritutions
for	 VBL, VGN , or VVT

s 
- estimator of population standard deviation for distribution of

U; sample standard deviation

U,V,W = general velocity components in 	 x, y, z	 coordinate directions

U,V,W - mean velocity components in	 x, y, z	 coordinate directions

Ui,Vi ,Wi = particular instantaneous velocity components in	 x, y, z
coordinate directions

U. = free-stream velocity; crossflow

VBL,VGN,VVT = measured velocities from blue, green, and violet beam pairs

VR - mean resultant velocity vector in 	 y-z	 plane

0 = uncertainty in mean value	 V

X,Y,Z = Cartesian coordinates

zc - confidence coefficient; 1.Q5 for 95% confidence level

SBL,GN,VT = beam pair intersection angles
sV	sV

r1 -- or —
sBL	 sGN

9 - angle of resultant vector	 VR	from the vertical

09 - directional uncertainty of vector 	 VR	in the	 y-z	 plane

iii



a	 - wavelength of laser light

v	 = turbulence parameter I

T	 - inclination angle of LDA system

!	 coupling angle; angle between axes of green and violet beam
pairs

iv
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PERFORMANCE AND ANALYSIS OF A THR88-DIMENSIONAL

BRTHOOOTIAL	 LER ANWORMF, -

Philip K. Snyder, Kenneth L. Orloff, and Kiyoshi Aoyagi

Ames Research Center

SUMMARY

A three-dimensional laser Doppler anemometer (3D LDA) with a nonorthog-
onal third axis coupled by 3.* has been designed and tested. An analysis-of
the statistical and system;- - - errors established the limitations of the
3D LDA. A highly-three-dimensional flow field, a jet in a crossflow, was

4	 surveyed to test the threeztdimensianal capability of the instrument. Sample
data are presented demonstrating *.	 -if the 3D IDA to resolve three
orthogonal velocity components to within the ieaLeti—t}3t_pre*frt4ed^accuracy
in several regions of the flow field. Modifications '- 	 e itics^=sign8l
processing electronics, and data reduction methods are suggested -fortTer
improving the accuracy of the 3D LDA.

INTRODUCTION

During the past decade, the laser Doppler anemometer (LDA) has become a
useful instrument for the study of fluid-dynamic flows. By 1970, the simpli-\
fication of dual-scatter optics had become common?lace (refs. 1-3) and many
single-channel instruments were in operatics. In 1973, a technique was
reported (ref. 4) for using the two strongest output lines (514.5 and 488.0 nm)
of an arson-ion laser to form two dual-scatter patterns that result in two
independent orthogonal velocity measurements. Since that time, the two-color
approach has been refined to the point where accurate, reliable commercial
units are now available.

Unfortunately, the evolution of acceptable LDA optical systems for simul-
taneously measuring all three velocity components has not been quite as rapid.
The earliest 3D instrument was reported in 1968 by Fridman et al. (ref. 5).
This was a local-oscillator-type instrument in which three nearly on-axis
detectors were used; the result was a matrix of three equations from which
each of the orthogonal velocity components could be extracted. As a result,
the instrument had exceptional sensitivity to velocity along the optical axis

'	 but lacked accuracy in measuring velocity in the transverse plane normal to
the optical axis.

In contrast, the dual-scatter arrangement can accurately measure velocity
components in the plane normal to the optical axis, but is insensitive to the
on-axis velocity component. The most desirable 3D configuration would be a
third (dual-scatter) channel whose optical axis would be aligned at right



angles to the 2D optical axis. Because such a system would have the distinct
-- - -- -advftntap -of-measuring -all__three--velocity _components - orthogonally __ instead_ of

resolving a third velocity component from two velocities coupled by an angle
of less than 90% it would be far from optimum from an applications point of
view, especially for large flow facilities.

A combined LDA using the dual-scatter technique for the two orthe
transverse velocity components with a single local-oscillator channel -for the
on-axis component would appear to provide the optimum with respect to com-
ponent isolation and velocity sensitivity. Such a combined approach was
reported in 1973 by Orloff and Logan (ref, 6). The major drawbacks to this
approach were (1) the precision with which the local--oscillator beam must be
aligned to insure proper heterodyning (ref. 7), and (2) the large excursions
in Dopler shift frequency for only small variations in the on-axis velocity
component. Moreover, the on-axis configuration has poor spatial resolution,
especially when direct back- or forward-scatter detection is employed. On
the other hand, the dual-scatter method incorporates both simplified align-
ment and high spatial resolution.

-A.c-cordingly, fully three-dimensional instruments that have recently been
debelofed-:tend to utilize the dual-scatter arrangement nearly exclusively.
Also•; to eliminate crosstalk between the LDA channels and to more fully uti-
liue he available output power of argon-ion lasers, the 476.5-nm line has
been chosen for the third channel in favor of using polarization isolation.
-bbiss et al. (ref. 8) have reported the application of such an instrument to
trailing vortex flows, using photon correlation signal processing. An accu-
rate system with the third component sensing orthogonally to the other two
components by projecting in from the top of the wind tunnel, has been devel-
oped (private communication from J. F. Meyers, Langley Research Center, NASA).
Yanta (ref. 9) has re ported on a three-color system for the measurement of
the 3D vortex patterns above a missile body at high angles of attack.

The development of a similar three-dimensional, three-color laser
Doppler anemometer is reported here. Whereas the above mentioned 3D systems
are fixed-focus (test-point position remains fixed relative to the output and
receiving optics), a salient feature of the present instrument is the.optical-
mechanical scanning capability that has been incorporated co implement auto-
mated test-point positioning. The application of this instrument to a highly
three-dimensional aerodynamic flow problem is presented as an example of sys-
tem performance and limitations.

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY OF 3D LD.N

The 3D LDA system described here was designed to be a versatile instru-
ment applicable to many aerodynamic tests performed in the 7- by 10-loot
SubsoLtc Mind Tunnel at Ames Research Center. The system incorporates three
distinguishable dual-scatter channels that provide for the measurement of
three components of velocity. The distinguishability is accomplished through
the use of three discrete output colors from an argon-ion laser. This makes
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possible the detection of three corresponding velocity signals through the
use of color-separating mirrors and filters in the receiving portion of the

- -system.. --This technique results-I&-effident-isotat#an--of--thre€-signal's with- _
no detectable crosstalk. The optical portion of the instrument was designed
to be mounted on an automated positioning platform located in front of the
tunnel window. All six laser beams are transmitted through a single window
that is part of - the test-section wall. These six output beam occupy a small
enough region of the optical window so that the LDA system can still be
translated over a distance of 1 m in the vertical and streamwise directions.
To realize the third axis of test-point positioning, a combined optical-
mechanical technique is used to scan all six beams across the test section.
Because particle-scattered light is collected in a backscatter mode through'
the same optics, the LDA system can be used with many different wind-tunnel
models and model installations.

Three-dimensionality is achieved by the addition of a third single-
channel backscatter I.DA to a conventional 2D backscatter LDA. The added
channel has only the argon laser source in common with the other channels.
It is incorporated into the 2D system by suspending the new optical lens sys-
tem above the other by means of a support structure and a tilting platform
along with the appropriate mechanical apparatus for moving the new beams.
The new single component can be instructed by computer to focus and tilt so
that the measuring volumes of the 2D system and the additional 1D system
coincide.

At the measuring volume, the 1D system measures a velocity vector that
is coupled through a small angle (nominally 14°) to a vertical velocity vector
measured with the 2D portion of the LDA. The velocity measured with the
1D system contains some information about a third velocity component that is
orthogonal to the components measured by the 2D system. This third component
may be resolved, in general, with greater accuracy for larger coupling angles;
however, Orloff and Olson (ref. 10) and Corsiglia et al. (ref. 11) have
reported acceptable results with coupling angles of 25° and 30°, respectively.

DESCRIPTION OF SYSTEM

Optical System

Figure 1 shows the optical layout of the 3D LDA. Major components of
the 3D LDA are: (1) a 4-W argon-ion laser, (2) a series of dense flint
prisms for color separation, (3) Bragg cells for frequency shifting, (4) a
three-module scanning-lens system achromatized for two-color operation,
(S) a support structure elevating a second three-element scanning-lens sys-
tem optimized for operation at a third color, (6) a dichro+c mirror and inter-
ference filters for color separation of collected light, (7) focusing lenses
and pinholes for rejection of unwanted light, and (8) phototubes for light
detection.
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The argon-ion laser is equipped with blue-enhanced mirrors allowing the
normally weaker 476.5 and 488.0 am lines to lime with more power relative to
the green 514,5-nm line. Hereinafter, the 476.5 no line wild., be_ ref erred-_tof ---
as- violet,	 line -as-blue, AA-4- the 5143-nm line as green.

Using three equilateral prisms to sequentially disperse the laser light,_.
adequate spatial separation of the violet, blues and green beamB is achieved
In a short distance. Further separation is accomplished by a larger prism.
Blue and green beams emerge parallel and about 10 cm apart and the violet beam
Is deflected (by a special prism) toward a tower that contains components for
the third dimension of the instrument.

Both blue and green beams are directed to a beam-splitter/acousto-optic
module. One of the split breams is shifted by 40 MHz and the two beams emerge
from the unit with a vertical orientation for sensing vertical velocities;
the blue beam pair emerge with a horizontal orientation for sensing stream-
wise velocities.

Both blue and green beam pairs are directed by a set of mirrors to a
three-module scanning-lens system intercepting :.he first lens in a square
pattern; all beams are parallel to each other. By moving the rearmost-lens
module over a small distance 44 cm), the test point can be positioned from
0.9 to 3.8 m. The best focus distance is at 1.3 m from the output-lens face.

The violet beam is isolated through the dispersion prism and directed
toward a lens-support structure designed to perform the 3D function of the
LDA. The support structure elevates a tilting platform on which a second
lens system is mounted. A small mirror directs the violet beam upward
through a beam-splitter/Bragg-cell module mounted inside the structure.
strip mirror intercepts the two emerging violet beams and aligns them wita the
scanning lens system. Because the lens system must tilt — in order to posi-
tion the measuring volume so that it is coincident with that of the 2D lens
system -- the strip mirror is designed o rotate with the lens system at half
the rate of the tilting platform. This is done with a mechanical reducer that
must be precisely adjusted to maintain alignment of the beams relative to the
axis of the lens system. The leas system will focus the beams through a
range of 0.9 to 3.6 m from the lens face with the beat focus distance occur-
ring at 1.1 m. The complete range of the LDA system is 1.1 to 3.3 m, measured
from the 2D lens face, with coupling angles from 16.0° to 5.5% respectively.
Scanning of both lens systems and tilting of the 3D platform is accomplished
with high-resolution stepping motors and zero backlash lead screw. Position
readback is through optical encoders.

Collection of particle-scattered light is done in a backscatter mode
through the same optics used for transmitting the laser beams into the flow
field. Blue and green scattered light, collected through the common lens
system, must be se , arated before focusing at the photodetectors. This'is
accomplished with a dichroic mirror that reflects blue light and transmits
green light. Each color is then separately directed and focused onto a pin-
hole (0.7 mm) for spatial filtering; channel isolation is assured by using
narrow-band interference filters designed for the appropriate wavelength of
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light at the respective phototubes. Indepe ►dent phototubes detect then blue
and green light. The violet light is received through the elevated le _scs=^_ - --

_----t w-from-whexe-it--gas--origiffally-trans tted- rattier - than usiag the lower lens
system to collect it for detection along with the blue and green _light. The
latter method is not practical because the violet measuring volume would have
to be exactly coincident with the blue and green measuring volumes at all
times in order to process the violet light through the lower, Seas system.
The violet light is therefore collected through the upper lens system and
focused onto a third pinhole, interference filter, and phototube.

System Electronics

The electronics for the 3D LDA serves three main functions — processing
LDA signals, automating all mechanical motion, and reducing data. Figure 2
is a block diagram showing the various kinds of electronics to be described.

Major components of the system electronics are (1) signal conditioning
electronics (e.g., amplifiers, down-mixers, and filters); (2) eountertype
signal processors, including an oscilloscope and spectrum analyzer for signal
monitoring; (3) a digital computer for data management and automation; (4) a
motor control interface and motor power supplies; and (5) motors and encoders
for moving the translation platform and positioning the "zoom" lenses and the
tilting platform.

Single-particle burst signals from the phototubes are high-pass-filtered
and amplified. They are then electronically down-mixed to obtain signal
frequencies within a range that can be more accurately measured with the
countertype processors.

The processors accept the down-mixed signal and provide additional high-
pass and low-pass filtering (selectable) as well as amplification. Both
digital and analog outputs are available from the counter processor. The
analog output is used as a visual monitor (an oscilloscope) to indicate the
presence of noise and the degree of turbulence. A spectrum analyzer is u€ed
to verify that the frequency generated by the counter is indeed the correct
value as well as indicating the signal/noise ratio and presence of turbulence.
The digital outputs from the three counters are connected through an inter-
face to a dedicated minicomputer-based data acquisition and control system.

The computer and LDA interface along with additional analog and digital
channels compose the data processing system. A graphics terminal provides
user-interactive access to the main computer as well as display of data in
graphical form. Control of the LDA translating platform as well as focusing
of the lens systems is accomplished through an additional motor control inter-
face. The interface allows the computer to control five stepping motors.
Position r3adback is through optical encoders, thereby forming a closed-loop,
motor-encoder control system. The interface cabinet also includes all neces-
sary power supplies for the stepping motors.
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3D LDA System Positioning

Thy 3D 71-3s mounifi =on tr2in - haffcYm (fig- -	 -	 - g p	 g	 that locates th8--
entire optical system in the vertical and-horizontal directions. The-3D LDA
is raised and lowered (z-motion) with four ball screws located at the four
corners of the platform base and driven with a single belt from a stepping
motor. Alignment is maintained with four vertical linear bearings. 	 izoa-='
tal motion (x-motion) is provided with a single ball screw driven by a second
stepping motor. Two horizontal linear bearings support the entire structure.
The travel limits for the platform are 100 cm in the vertical direction and
90 cm in the horizontal direction. Positioning accuracy is within 0.1 mm,
repeatable for both vertical and horizontal axes.

DATA REDUCTION

Recording Data

Particles in the flow field pass through the intersections of the la3er
beams of the 3D LDA. The resulting bursts of light being detected contain
useful frequency information which is measured by a counter processor and
interpreted by a computer to give the speed of the particles. Each burst
from a particle represents one data point that is recorded in memory by a
computer. Many samples must be recorded to obtain a distribution from which
a sample mean and standard deviation may be computed.

Data samples from the blue, green, and violet channels were accepted on
a first-come, first-serve basis. A data point consisted of collecting 100
samples (sometimes 200) of data for each channel. The collection time for a
data point was limited by the data collection rate of each channel. Mean
velocities were computed by averaging a set of N samples as follows:

_	 N
U = N E Ui	(1)

iml

A best estimate for the standard deviation of the sample was computed as

N	
1/2

(Ui - U)2
i=1sU	

N - 1	 (2)

Sample means and standard deviations were recorded in a file in the com-
puter and categorized by beam color as VGN , VgL, and VyT and as sGN I sggL'
and sVT , respectively. These measured statistical parameters are the basic
raw data from which mean velocities in other coordinate systems may be
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computed. In addition, the standard deviations serve as quantitative indi-
cators of the usefulness of the mean value to the _ experimenter.

It is necessary to clarify the statistical quantity s. Although it it
often used to represent the turbulence Ir. the flow field, it also reflects
any broadening or skewing of the velocity sample distribution due to measure-
ment problems. Even if measurements were perfect, Yanta and Smith (ref. 12)
show that one would still require nearly 600 samples before the quantity s
would represent the actual turbulence with 5% accuracy. In the following
sections, s is used in several equations to help define confidence limits
for the mean value U. These limits are dependent on the actual turbulence
present in the flow field as well as any additional apparent turbulence or
biasing incurred in the measurement process.

Computation of Mean Velocities

Mean velocities in terms of an orthogonal reference coordinate system
were determined from Doppler frequency information from three counter pro-
cessors (blue, greet., and violet) and from beam geometry specified as a func-
tion of the y coordinate. Velocities VBL, VgN, and VVT are computed
through the following equations:

	

1BLfBL	
0.4880 fBL (Mriz)VBL 

2 sin RBL/2	 2gBL(y)	 (3)

	

- AGNfGN	 0.5145 fGN (MHz)
vGN 	

(4)2 sin SGN/2	 2gGN(y)

V	
AVTfVT	

0.4765 fVT (MHz)	
(5)VT 2 sin 8vT/2 -	 2$VT(y)

where g(y) is a polynomial curve fit for the sine of the beam pair intersec-
tion half-angle sin 0/2, f (MHz) is the Doppler frequency output from the
counter processor, and a is the wavelength of the corresponding beam color.

Figure 3 depicts the geometrical relationship between the measured
velocities VBL , VGN , and VVT and the coordinates U, V, and W. The trans-
formation is given by

U - VBL	 (6)

CosV VGp rain t - tan f] + VVT sin ^ 	(7)

P- V cos 
T+ Sin T	

V 
sin T	 (8)

tan ^^	 VT sin
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sphere t - 2.74° is the fixed inclination angle of the LDA system relative
to the reference coordinate system, and ¢ h (y) is the coupling angle deter-
mined from a third-order _ polynomial, curve fit.	 _ _------

Uncertainty Analysis

StatietiaaZ vsZooity ompment unortainty- It is Important to understand
how the geometry of the nonorthogonal measurement axes illustrated in figure_3
fundamentally affect the accuracy of the computed orthogonal velocities U, Y,
and ii. In the follovin$ uncertainty analysis, the transformations giving U,
V, and W in terms of VBL , VGN, and !vT (eqs. (6)-(8)) will be further sim-
plified by assuming that the inclination angle of the LUA system, r, equals
zero resulting in the following transformation equations:

U - VBL	 (9)

VVT	 VGN	
(10)V - sin 0 tan

W - VGN	 (11)

Estimation theory (refs. 13, 14) suggests that the mean value and its
uncertainty may be written as U t zcsU/N / 2 where zc is the confidence
coefficient fqr a normal distribution. The uncertainty in the value of the
mean zcsU/ N1 2 will be referred to as A. For example, z c = 1.96 gives
a 95% confidence level that toe measurement of the mean velocity is not in
error by more than ±1.969U/N 1 2 . The uncertainties in the mean values U and
W are 9 mply, from equations (9) and (11), AVBL and AV (;N 	 equivalently,
zcsBL/N 1 2 and zcsGN /N1//2.

The lateral velocity V is resolved from measurements of mean veloci-
ties VGN and VVT , as indicated by the transformation equation (10). Simi-
larly, the uncertainty AV of the lateral mean velocity wi_l be expressed as
zcsV /N 1 2 where sV is a function of sGN, sVTZ and the coupling angle 0.
Assuming that the flow in the plane of VVT and VGN is such that the turbu-
lence values aVT and oGN are approximately equal for small angles cf 0
(30° or less), than one can say that the estimators for the tur:oulence, sVT
and sGN , are about equal. With this assumption, as well as the knowledge
that instantaneous measurements of VVTi and VGNi are independect of each
other (i.e., were sampled at different times rather than simultaneously), an
expression for sV is

1/2

^s
1 + cos2 0)

sin 0

where s is either sVT or sGN . It is convenient to define a ratio n to
be sV /s so that,

(12)
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A complete derivation of this expression is presented in appendix A. Bast-
cally, this says that at distribution of velocities V i(i 1, ., N) can
be obtained from

	

VVT1 _ VGNI	
{14)

Vi sin # tan

b randomly groupingy 	 y g ^ g pairs of independent measurements of VyT and VGN . The
resulting distribution will be broader than either of the distributions VVTi
and VGNi. Specifically, the distribution for V will be broader by the
factor n.

The uncert?.inty AV may now be written as

	

AV-N—^+N^^	
(15)

From equation (13), a nominal coupling angle 4 of 14° gives n 5.75.
Hence the uncertainty AV in the lateral mean velocity V is expected to be
almost 6 times greater than the uncertainty AW in the vertical mean
velocity.

Based on 100 data samples and a confidence level of 95% (z c = 1.96). the
estimated uncertainties in the three orthogonal velocity components U, V,
and W in terms of estimated standard deviations sBL, s GN , and 6VT will be

AU - 0.196 sBL	 (16)

AV - 1.13 RGN or syT	(17)

AW - 0.196 sGti	 (18)

Statistical velocity direction uncerta-A"nty- An alternative way of look-
ing at the precision of the 3D LDA, which is significant for the purpose of
mapping a flow field, is to consider the directional uncertainty of a
resultant vector VR in each of three possible planes x-y, y-z, and x-z.
For the 3D LDA, special consideration is given to the resultant vector in the
y-z plane since it is in this plane that the velocity component coupling
occurs.

A resultant vector VR residing in the y-z plane has a direction e
from the z-axis and a directional uncertainty Ae. It can be Shown (appen-
dix B) that for a given number of samples N and relative standard deviation
9/VR, the directional uncertainty Ae is given by

A9(rad) N^ s cos a (n2 + tan2 e + 2tan
 tan 

^8 1j2	
(19)

VR

9



Using this expression, the curves of figures 4 and 5 have been generated.

- For a 95% confidence level, and a typical relative-standard-deviation, 	 -------
---- - -s/Vp equal to 30% (s = sGN svT), figure 4 suggests that 1500 velocity

samples are required to resolve a vertical vector, 8 = 0°, to within tSX.
However, only 5<1 oa&,.^tes are required to resolve a horizontal vector, 8 - 90°,
tc the same accuracy. On the other hand, if a directional uncertainty of #10°
is acceptable, the number of samplesapples required for resolving a vertical vector
is only 400, and for a horizontal vector as low as 11. For N - 100 (typical
for data presented later), figure 5 shows the directional uncertainty A8 as
a function of 8 for several relative standard deviations. Notice that
directional uncertainties can be as high as ±20° for vertical vectors with
s/VR = 0.30 and as low as ±3° for a horizontal vector.

Figure 5 also demonstrates that the standard deviation significantly
affects the directional uncertainty Ae. The standard deviation is repre-
sentative of not only the turbulence present within the flow field but also
reflects noise present during signal processing. Because the accuracy of the
3D LDA is so strongly influenced by large standard deviations, attempts should
be made to fully optimize the system and minimize the possibility of process-
ing errors due to noise.

Systematic velocity uncertainties- Many methods have been proposed for
LDA calibration. One such method is shorn in figure 6. The drawing depicts
the arrangement of the green and violet beams of the 3D LDA designed to aense
two nonorthogonal components of velocity, VGN and VVT. From these velocities,
the orthogonal velocity components V and W may be computed from equa-
tions (10) and (11) (repeated here):

VVT _ V GN

V sin	 tan	
(10)

W = VGN	 (11.)

The velocities VVT and VGN are computed from the averages of N samples
of the instantaneous velocities VVT and VGN from the familiar LDA equations
(also repeated here):

XGNfGN	
(4)

VGN 2 sin OGN 12

iVTfVT
VVT - 2 sin BVT/2	

(5)

The wavelengths, XGN and AVT , are known exactly; fGN and fVT are mea-
sured by processing electronics and SGN and SVT are computed from calibra-
'tion measurements.

10



Calibration is accomplished by measuring the following values and
--	 - ----_absolute _uncer_tainties .-	 -	 --	 --	 _	 ---- - - ---------- -------	 --- -

R IAR

BG t ADGM

BVT 3 aBVT

R±AH

All other distances and angles indicated in figure 6 are computed from the
measured values.

Using equations (4) and (5) and geometric relationships fromfigure 6,
it can be shown that

AV	 Af	 AB	 (1/4)B AB + R AR
GN

V _ fg^ + B +

	(1/4)B2 +i 
R2	 (20)

AV	 Af	 II	 (1/4)g^^^ AB

V 

+ R AR + R AR_VT -VT + 
B 

T+	
(1V4B

VT
 +H-+R2-	 (21)

VVT	 VT	 VT 

It can also be shown from equation (10), by rewriting it in polar form,
that

AV = A M cos 0 + B(})sin 0 	 (22)
V 

where

'IV

	 AV
A(4) tan+ GN + H (2 + sin 24) i 

R 
(1 + cos2^

 VGN

AV VT+ H (1 + sin + R cost*

VVT

B(^)

• where VR is the resultant velocity in the y -z plane and 0 is the vector
direction measured from the vertical. In equation (22). AV /VR is the uncer-
tainty in the lateral velocity component relative to the in-plane velocity

£`	 vector; for a given LDA arrangement (fixed 0, AV/VR depends strongly on 0.

Using equations (20), (21), and (22), the systematic uncertainties for
all three LDA ch, inels can be determined. The terms Af/f in equations (20)

11
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and (21) can be considered small compared with the remaining terms because of

	

the high accuracy of the counter processors and the Jar 	 ---- -- --g	 Y	 P	 ge _r^^^r- -hf _. sample
-	 _-_acquired  for - eaelt -VAMn.-- -- - -

The following values and absolute uncertainties were typical -for the
3D LDA:

R 90 t 0.2 ca

BVT 11.7 t 0.1 cm

BG = 12.0 1 0.1 em

H = 22.5 t 0.2 cm

Substituting these values into equations (20), (21), and (22) yields

dVGN/VG = 0.011

=	 AVVT/VVT = 0.011

dV/VR = 0.179 cos 8 + 0.014 sin

The blue LDA channel is treated in the same way as the green channel;
therefore, AVBL/VBL - 0.011.

From equations (9), (10), and (11), the systematic uncertainties for
measurements of the orthogonal velocities U, V. and W are

	

Component	 Relative uncertaint

U eU/U - 1.1%

w nw/w = l.lx

V(8 - 0 0 ) AV/VR 18%

V(8 - 45°) AV/VR 14%

V(@ - 900) av/VR - 1.4%

APPLICATION OF THE 3D LDA TO A JET IN A CROSSFLOW

Test Description

The 3D LDA was installed in the 7- by 10-Foot Wind Tunnel at Ames
Research Center for measurement of the flow field associated with a high-speed
jet in a crossflow. Figure 7 is a conceptual drawing of the jet in a
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wake regions, potential flow, and vortices, provided an environment in which
the performance and _practicality of the,"3D LDA could be evaluated.

The jet in a crossflow model consists of a 50-as (2-in.) diameter outlet
in the surface of a suspended ground plans (fig. 8). A plenuw-and convergiag
nozzle are aligned below the ground plane to generate an air jet of uniform
profile that emerges 90° to the ground plane. The jet 'is situated 90 cm-from
an 'optical window that forms one side of the wind -tunnel - test section. The
height of the ground plane from the test section floor is 90 cm. An airfoil
shaped fairing surrounds the plenum, resulting in a streamlined model.

The air jet is seeded by injecting an oil mist into the plenum chamber.
Mineral oil is dripped on a heating element and shop air carries the result-
ing oil mist into the plenum chamber. The ais` is introduced through four_
equally spaced nozzles positioned around the plo=w in an attempt to distrib-
ute the particles as uniformly as possible in the jet. The wind-tunnel air
(crossflow) is seeded by using a fluid atomizer and injecting particles into
the tunnel downstream of the test section. Mineral oil is again used to pro-
duce the fluid particles.

The particle-size distribution from the fluid atomizer has been measured
(engineering report by M. Doty et al., Ames Research Center, NASA); most of
the particles were found to be less than 3 um in diameter. The particles
were small enough that there was little doubt of their following the airflow.
The particle sizes generated by the heating element were unknown, but signal
performance was similar when the illumination in the jet was about equal to
the illumination in the free stream.

Beam Calibration

A reference coordinate system was oriented so that its origin was in the
ground plane and centered in the jet. The streamwise direction was desig-
nated as positive x. The horizontal direction perpendicular to the stream
and away from the LDA was designated as positive y. The vertical direction,
upwards, was designated positive z. To apply the 3D LDA to the jet in a
crossflow experiment and obtain data near the ground plane, it was necessary
to incline the LDA scanning axis with respect to the lateral axis of the
tunnel. This was done by setting the entire optical system angle, T, at

•	 2.74% as indicated in figures 8 and 9. At this angle, the lower green beam
did not contact the ground plane when the measuring volume was positioned
over the jet and close to the plate.

Positioning of the measuring volume was accomplished by moving the LDA
package vertically and streamwise with a translation system ( fig. 8), and in
the lateral direction by optically scanning the laser beams. Vertical and
streamwise cations are uncoupled from the other motions; their calibration
involves determining constants that define linear relationships of coordinate
locations to computer counts. The only significant error in vertical and
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streamwise positioning is a fixed offset due to the uncertainty in setting
initial reference voints. This error--is-estimated--to-be--within a.S- a. - - 	--	 y

Lateral positioning is a four-motor operation. Separate motors are used
to scan the 2D and 1D zoom-lens systems to change-the respective focus dis-
tances. A third motor tilts the ID lens system, aligning the focus so that
it is coincident with that of the 2D lens system. The vertical'-motion motor
compensates for a change in vertical position that results from scanning
laterally along a tilted axis (angle T). , The scanning and tilting opera-
tions involve nonlinear relationships between lateral position and computer
counts. Hence polynomial curve fits are needed to enable the computer to
position the focused beam pairs on a single spot. Calibration involves manu-
ally setting the crossing point of the blue, green, and violet beam pairs at
a known lateral location and recording the computer counts. After recording
counts for 10 lateral locations within 15 cm of the jet, constants for a
third-order polynomial are determined by a method of least squares. Errors
inherent in the scanning mechanism and-from the polynomial curve fits were
insignificant compared with the uncertainties in visually locating the lateral
coordinates.

Mechanical backlash introduced some error in positioning the violet beam
pair emerging from the 1D tilting lens system. The backlash problem was mini-
mized by an appropriate algorithm that would move the tilt motor so as to
approach the desired location from one direction only. Using this technique,
acceptable positionin- of the violet beam pair was possible, and uncertain-
ties in vertical spot placement within 0.5 mm were obtained.

The estimated limits of uncertainty in positioning the blue, green, and
violet beam pairs on a single spot are represented by the region illustrated
in figure 10. The measuring volumes for each beam pair can be expected to
reside within the volume bounded by this box; the desired coordinate location
is defined to be the midpoint of this volume. Overall positioning uncertain-
ties are therefore 0.5 mm for vertical placement, 0.5 mm for streamwise place-
ment, and 1 mm for lateral placement.

Sample Data

Most of the data in the jet in a crossflow test were taken near the base
of the jet to study the entrainment effect near the plate. Acceptable results
were obtained near the wake of the jet as well as in the upstream and accel-
erated flow regions around the jet. Attempts were made to collect data inside
the jet and through the shear regions; however, limitations due to the small
coupling angle combined with several optical and signal processing problems
resulted in poor data. The limitations imposed by the optics and electronics
are not fundamental in nature, and future modifications will result in a sys-
tem that will perform better in complex flow regions.

Three velocity surveys are presented graphically in figures 11 through
13. These data were relatively free from problems involving alignment, seed-
ing, or signal processing. The areas around the jet where surveys were made
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are therefore representative of the kinds of flows that can be measured suc-
-- _--- cons full y-_vith the-M-LDA as 	 -a

for each velocity survey are presented in figures 14 through 16. These plots
show the statistical directional uncertainties for each vector as computed
from equation (19).

The data shown graphically in figures 11 and 14 were collected as a
lateral survey upstream of the jet. The predicted uncertainties for each
data point, marked as confidence intervals, were computed from equations (16)
through (18) using estimated standard deviations spy, sGN, and sV	 The
approximate average relative uncertainties were AO/Q., - 0.02, AV /L ' 0.06,

.	 and AR/U„ - 0.01. The directional uncertainties 88 in figure 14 range
from 5* to 45° at the center of the srrvey, with relative standard deviations
sGN/VR from 11 to 69%.

Figures 12 and 15 show a lateral survey through a region of the flow
field where high vertical velocities and high turbulence exist. _The approxi-
mate relatiws uncertainties in the velocity components were AU/Ua, - 0.06,
AV/U„ - 0.07 to 1.17, and AR/6„ - 0.12 to 0.20. From the large uncertain-
ties in the lateral velocity component, it is evident -that high turbulence is
making it particularly difficult to achieve high accuracy with only 200
samples per data point. The directional uncertainties A6 shown in fig-
ure 15 range from 2 to 19%. Relative standard deviations s GN/VR are 12 to
412, respectively.

Figures 13 and 16 are a lateral survey into the wake region of the jet.
The approximate average relative uncertainties were AC/U„ - 0.04,
AW/U„ - 0.04, and AV/U„ - 0.04 to 0.40. The high uncertainties in the
lateral flow were due to the higher turbulence in the wake region. The
directional uncertainties_ AA in figure 16 range from 2° to 29°. Relative
standard deviations s GN/VR are 7 to 47%, respectively.

Alignment Errors

The alignment of the laser beams, meaning specifically the precision
with which the probe volumes for the various components overlap one another,
is critical, especially in regions of high shear. One such region is,the
edge of the jet, where there is a transition from a vertical velocity ratio
Q/0„ of less than 1 to a velocity ratio of 8 or greater over a few milli-
meters. The basic problem involves the fact that the mean velocities com-
puted from the green and violet beams must represent the same location in the
flow field so that a meaningful lateral flow can be computed. If the green
and violet beams are misaligned so as to measure velocities at slightly dif-
ferent locations in the flow field, and if the flow field involves velocity
gradients that may be significant over the misalignment distance, then the
computed lateral velocity may not be accurate.

Figure 17 shows a plot of the lateral flow for a y-survey which
approaches the downstream edge of the jet. The data were manipulated to
simulate a fixed misalignment of the green and violet beams to show how this
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misalignment might affect the computed lateral velocity component. For the
purpose of analyses, the original data are assumed to have been taken under
con-ditions met-$l4#msnt3 apt -assamption that-my -or--stag-not-be--trs	 ----- -

The resulting shifts in lateral flow show a 20 variation in the data in
areas of low mean shear, increasing to 5OZ in the high shear region near the
edges of the jet. These high uncertainties limit the use of the instrument
in shear flows unless the alignment of the beams can be controlled within
acceptable limits. If such alignment cannot be obtained, it would not be
advisable to scan optically in areas of high shear; instead, it would be
better to translate the complete LDA package across the small shear region
after a precision alignment of the green and violet beams.

SYSTEM IMPROVEMENTS

The performance of the 3D LDA could be greatly improved by optimizing
the optical system; this would result in better light transmission efficiency
and higher signal/noise ratios upon detection. Improvements to the electron-
ics in terms of better filtering properties are essential to receiving high-
quality signals with a good signal/noise ratio.

Optical

Weak signals from the violet channel (tilting beam pair) were found to
be primarily a result of relatively low power in the output beams. Only
12 mW were measured in the violet beams as compared with 190 mW and 90 mW in
the blue and green beams, respectively. The low power in the violet beams
resulted in low data rates (around 30 samples per second) because the pro-
cessor circuitry rejected many Doppler bursts with low signal/noise ratios.
The blue and green channels produced relatively high data rates — 500 to
1000 samples per second. Because 100 samples were required in each channel,
the low data rates in the violet channel resulted in a longer data acquisi-
tion time than was desirable.

There is normally lower power available to the 476.5-nm (violet) line
from the argon laser; however, the main reason for low power is the losses
in mirrors and prisms. Presently, the two mirrors being used for the violet
beam are not optimized. Losses may be reduced by using dielectric high
reflectance mirrors designed for a specific wavelength, polarization, and
interception angle. The use of a polarization rotator designed for the cor-
rect wavelength will also minimize losses in the beam splitter prism.

The argon-ion laser was not o^timized to deliver higher power in a
Gaussian TEM 00 mode to all three Tors. The laser power was set at nomi-
nally 2.5 W during the jet in a ci -ssflow test; a higher operating power in
the TEM 00 mode would create more output, particularly in the violet beam
where it is needed. Experience with the 3D LDA described in this report sug-
gests that a better mean value for the lateral component can be achieved by
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using the two high-power beams, blue and gam, to measure the lateral veloc-
ity component V. Presently, the green Is used for the vertical velocity

--	 coe^ot- and ^tinr-vtvle beesr #or- the -titt[ri tcngngt ►fie -

_blue and violet beaus-ao that the blue to used for the tilted beam would allow
this optimum situation. because the violet bean would then measure stream
wise flow, a higher uncertainty in this measurement would not propagate to the
other components. This interchange involves only minor changes, and those-

a changes are being implemented. The two seaming -lens systems will have to be :-
redesignedredesigned to operate with the new wavelengths. The new lenses will also
have to be designed to have an optimum focus at the center of the 7- by
10-Foot Wind Tunnel (since the present best focus is offset from the center
by 60 cm).

Stray light on the surface of the phototubes was found to increase the
noise level in the system. Most such light will-be eliminated by redesigning
a single mirror as well as using some black panels as shields.

Electronics

The major problem associated with the processing electronics involved a
lack of flat response of the various filters and amplifiers. The frequency
down-mixers were found to have a nonuniform frequency response across their
spectrum. Also a rolloff at 22 MHz limited the use of the down-mixers to
regions outside the jet; a rolloff of at least 35 MHz is desirable. (The
frequency down-mixers are presently being modified to extend their frequency
response range to 50 MHz with a flatness of ±3 dB.) In addition, one of the
counter processors was later found to have a malfunctioning input filter;
this also caused uneven response. The end result of these problems was a
loss of signal at certain frequencies. The data rate would drop as soon as
the Doppler frequency coincided with a "low spot" in the spectrum. Also, in
trying to process these signals, noise rejection was difficult; this resulted
in biased mean values and artificially high standard deviations.

CONCLUSIONS

The suggested improvements to the optics and to the processing elec-
tronics will improve the quality of the LDA signals. The improved signal/
noise level will result in better performance of counter processors and
higher data dates. Improvements in the flatness of response in the down-
mixers and counters will allow a maximum rejection of noise in the system
resulting in more accurate standard deviations. The standard deviations
should then better represent the nature of the flow rather than a combination
of fluid and electronic properties; this will reduce some of the uncertain-
ties in the data.

Estimation theory has shown that statistical errors are proportional to
the standard deviation of the velocity sampling distribution and inversely
proportional to the square root of the number of samples (ref. 14). Hence
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the higher data rates and more accurate standard deviations that are expected
from LDA system improvement should be effective in reducing the statistical
uncertainties.	 With the improved data rates $ a larger number of data samples

= can be collected in a given time, hence, it in not i easonab e- to enqpee*̂t-- --- --- - --
_ _ __----- -^0	 reduction ALn -the "	 mated errors if tee n •,m^bar of samples is increased

from 100 to 500.

The systematic uncertainty analysis for the 3D IDA indicates a need for
a more accurate calibration procedure, 	 Although the vertical and streamwise
velocity-component uncertainties are low (AW/R - 45/6 - 0.011), the lateral-
component uncertainties (AV/VR - 0.18) are high, especially where the flow
direction in the	 y-z	 plane is primarily vertical.	 To increase the accuracy
in the lateral velocity component, a calibration procedure must be devised
that eliminates the need for accurate measurements of distances and angles of
the laser beams.	 Ideally, a calibrated velocity source that can be used to

t- determine calibration constants without Imowledge of the angles between the
".- beams is desirable. 	 The construction of such a device for use with the

3D LDA is under consideration.

An obvious way to increase the accuracy of the lateral flow component
would be to increase the coupling angle between the vertical velocity and
the tilted component. As mentioned before, part of the philosophy of the
3D instrument involved the fact that all the transmitted and collected light
passes through a single window and allows the instrument to translate verti-
cally and horizontally with adequate motion. By increasing the coupling
angle, one sacrifices vertical motion because the upper lens system must be
raised. Since some tests do not require as much vertical motion, there is
the possibility of making the height of the upper lens system variable to
allow a range of coupling angles from 10° to 25° at the center of the tunnel.
A coupling angle of 25° rather than 14° would result in a reduction of uncer-
tainty in the lateral flow by 452.

An understanding of the manner in which statistical uncertainties in the
mean velocities and vector directions influenced the turbulence in the flow
and the number of data samples acquired can be useful in optimizing the per-
formance of the 3D LDA. By combining the statistical uncertainty equations
presented in this report with the LDA data acquisition routines, one can
specify the accuracy of the mean velocities to be a parameter for a flow
survey; the software is thereby used to compute the required number of
samples to meet this accuracy requirement. This method of operation would
be optimum in the sense that no more samples would be taken than are neces-
sary to a certain velocity component or vector direction accuracy. For
example, in a laminar region of a flow, it may only be necessary to take
20 data samples rather than 100 data samples to achieve a 5% accuracy. How-
ever, in a turbulent region, 600 samples may be required to achieve the same
accuracy. This kind of interactive programming along with the higher data
rates available from improved optics and electronics could improve the effi-
ciency of a velocity survey as well as provide a method for controlling and
monitoring the accuracy of the 3D LDA.
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Sons recant calculations by Orloff and Snyder (subaitted for publication)
show that if the data for the vertical and tilted components of velocity are

--- accepted-as--4-1-taaeoue pairs, —A #7 -aomputatio^-a€ WW-3ateral---
are made independently for each data -pair before averaging, then the resulting
statistical uncertainty in the lateral mean component will be identical with
that of the msasur-d components. doff and Olson.havo,been successful in
taking data in simultaneous pairs through the use of an electronic siaultane-
ity unit. This technique requires =#hat the beams be precisely crossed, how-
ever, in order to simultaneously receive signals in morethan one channel.
For the 3D LDA described here, the precision of the optical mechanical scanning
system is not adequate. On the other hand, to incorporate simultaneity, one
could precisely align the 3D LDA _optics at a fixed range and then translate
the complete system. Data rates are significantly lower when processing
simultaneous signals; however, calculations show that the gain in accuracy in
the lateral velocity component is sufficient to justify accepting fewer data
samples. This kind of signal processing will be investigated further and
possibly incorporated into future LDA experiments.

The 3D LDA performed remarkably well for a first test, considering the
complexity of the highly three-dimensional flow field associated with a jet
in a crossflow. The 14° coupling angle increased the uncertainties in the
computation of the lateral velocity component. An analysis of the expected
systematic uncertainty pointed out the need for accurate methods of LDA sys-
tem calibration. An analysis of statistical uncertainty has indicated-that
errors can be reduced by optimizing the LDA optical system and its associated
electronics, thus obtaining higher signal /noise ratios over the frequency
range appropriate to the experiment (2-50 HHz for the jet in crossflow).
Generally, it is beneficial to increase the number of velocity samples and to
minimize the standard deviation of the sampling distribution to more accu-
rately represent the mean lateral velocity. A thorough understanding of the
factors that determine the accuracy and limitations of LDA measurements using
nonorthogonal channels will significantly improve the quality of data obtained
in future LDA applications.
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APPENDIX A

DERIVATION OF EQUATION (13)

Equation (13), n (1'+ cos24) 1 /2/sing;, is derived as follows. Three
assumptions are made:

1. N points of data of measured velocity components VVT and Va. Mea-
surements are random, nonsimultaneous, and independent

:x
2. Mean estimators are VVT and VGN and are sample averages over N:

N

	

V N 	
Vi

3. Standard deviation estimators (ref. 14) are sVT and sGN and

N	 _
82=

N
1

1
	 (Vi-V)2

Jul

Also,

_ VVT _ VGN	V 	 (Al)
sin ® tan 

and

	

V	 VVTi - VGNi '	 (A2)

	

i = sin	 tan

Then,

	

IV	 3V
dVi

 ' (BVVTj dVVTi + --- i ) dVGNi

	

dVi
 = (sin 	 dVVTi + (tan m) 

dVGNi	 (A3)

To find sV :	 p,

(dV
VTi )2

	(6V
GNi )2	 dVVTidVGNi

(dVi) 2 
= si.n24 + tan2# + sin 4 tan	

(A4)
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N	 N

-	 ---	
l _	 <4VV^^ - - 

N 
_ --

1	 _	 i	 GNi
	{aVi )2	

sin	
+	

tan #

l N
N - 1 E I vTidVtai

sin f tan #

Since VVTi and VMji are independent random measurements,

N

EaVVTidVGNi = 0

-	 {A5)

for enough samples (N > 30).

By definition,

1	 N

	

sV = N - 1	 (dVi)2	 (A6)Jul

1	 N

	

sVT = N - 1	 (dVVTi)2	 (A7)

N

	

S 2GN N 1 1	 (aVGNi)2	 (A8)

Substituting equations (A6)-(A8) into (AS) yields

82
 GNs 2	 +V	 sin2m tang#

The sVT and sGN terms are statistics related to the distribution of measured
velocities in the violet and green directions. For smaller coupling angles
(m < 30°), sVT and sGN tend to be of the same magnitude because the measuring
directions are nearly the same.

Assuming that s - sVT *0 sGN:

F
L
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s 2	 a2
'.-	 sin 	 + to

sy
.
 1+c*92/2

s	 \ Sin2#

n	
1 + C0926

1/2 	
(V)sin2#	
A

The distribution of computed velocities V is described by the statis-
tics V and aV . The standard deviation sv is shown to be a factor q
higher than the standard deviation s GN or WT•

Since the value V is of primary interest, it is possible to use_the
statistic sV to estimate the bounds of uncertainty.

Figure 18 illustrates equation (0).

V 

.M
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APP MDII s
-

-	 DERIVATION OF EQUATION (19)

Equation (19), AS (rad) = st/E1/2(slVR) ccs 
911q2 + tan28 + 2(tan 8)Itan]1/2

Is derived ar follows.

In the following derivation, reference is made to figure 6 and the same
assuiptions defined in appendix A apply. Measured velocities VVT and VGN
can be written in terms of the resultant vector magnitude Vg and the angle
8 as

VVT = VR Coo (8 - ;)
(B1)

V= = VR cos 8

Equations (B1) can be combined to eliminate VR, to give

VVTtan 8 VGN {sin ®^ - {tan ^}	
(y2)

Assuming that VVT and VGN are independent random variables (refs. 13, 14)
then,

S62 
= VIWV

2

 s)VT + t 2 saVGW)GN

From equation (B2):

a8 a _ cos28
aVVT VGN sin m

a8	
VVT c0828

i
aVGN	 VGN sin

Substitutin into equation (B3) yields

2	 cos48	 2	 VVT	 2
s8 = VV2 sin VT + kV

IS
	 GN) 

2 

sGN
GN 

From equations (Bl),

VGN	
and	

VVT cos(8 -
VR =  cos 8	 TGN	 cos 8

(B3)
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9

so that

2 COS 
29

7VR7';'=n- #	 __2

ŝ2  + C082(6
_ VT 	 -ces - a

Using the assumption that a - sVT - sM, (as in appendix A), then

	

2	 20	 + COS2#
S o2 . _8 COS	 1	 20 + 2 tan 0

V 
R 
2 X sin	 + tan	 tan + )

The first term inside the brackets Is exactly q2 , which was derived in

appendix A; hence

a cos a (n2 + tan2e 2 tan 81
1/2

So	
VR	

+	 (B4)

For N samples, the estimated error he in the angle 0 with a 95% confi-
dence level is

	

AO(rad) - Nis2
	 zc 8 cos 0 {n2 + tan2e + 2 tan e 

1/2

N1/2 
TR	

tan

Figures 4 and 5 graphically illustrate equation (B5).

OF

(B5)
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Figure 14.- Statistical directional uncertainties of the velocity vectors VR
in the y-z plane: 95% confidence level; derived from data in Fig. 11.
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Figure 16.- Statistical directional uncertainties of the velocity vectors Vg
in the y-z plans: 95Z confidence level; derived from data in fig. 13.
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Figure 17.- Simulated differences in lateral flow due to misalignment of green
and violet beams.
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Figure 18.- Ratio n representing the standard deviation of the computed
lateral velocity distribution with respect to the standard deviation of
two independently measured velocity distributions coupled by an angle ^.
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